The medial temporal lobe (MTL) is widely implicated in supporting episodic memory and navi-21 gation, but its precise functional role in organizing memory across time and space remains elusive.
30 s to verbally recall the words in any order. We recorded the verbal word responses for later Data Analysis: Free Recall Task. Our analyses of data from the Free Recall task followed methods 141 used in other studies (Kahana, 2012) , adapted for examining the behavioral effects of stimulation. To 142 examine how the effects of stimulation on memory varied over the timecourse of each stimulation 143 cycle, we separately measured recall probability according to the position ("phase") of an item 144 within a stimulated or non-stimulated block. For this analysis, we averaged recall probability for 145 each phase within stimulated and non-stimulated blocks and then normalized relative to matched 146 positions on control lists. 147 For some analyses we separately measured memory performance as a function of list position. 148 We defined the primacy period as the first two items on each list, consistent with previous free 149 recall studies using similar list lengths (Fischler et al., 1970; Craik, 1970) . This classification fit the 150 data because, after drops in performance between the recall rates for the first two list positions of 151 more than 0.06, memory performance was roughly comparable across positions 3-5 (changes in 152 recall rates of less than 0.025). 153 To assess the effect of stimulation on erroneous recalls, we measured the rates of prior list 154 intrusions (PLIs) (Darley & Murdock, 1971) , which occurred when subjects incorrectly recalled an 155 item from the previous list during the current list's recall period. Many PLI probabilities were close 156 to zero, therefore we assessed signifiance using nonparametric statistics.
between the start and object locations was matched in stimulation and non-stimulation trials.
Data Analysis: Spatial Memory Task. Performance in the spatial task was measured by comput-201 ing the distance between the reported and actual locations for each object. In the same manner as removes potential bias in the results by accounting for the fact that the distribution of possible 207 response error distances varies according to the object's distance from the boundaries; it also 208 corrects for the rectangular shape of the environment. Namely, objects near boundaries had a larger 209 maximum possible error distance than objects in the interior. Subjects with an average MS of less 210 than chance (0.5) were excluded from all analyses. We utilized Tukey's honest significant difference 211 (HSD) correction for multiple comparisons when performing post-hoc analyses of analysis of 212 variance tests.
213
Previous studies have shown that boundaries play a crucial role in guiding navigational behavior 214 (Chan et al., 2012; S. A. Lee et al., 2018; Hartley et al., 2004; S. A. Lee, 2017) , so we chose to analyze 215 the effect of object location on subject performance. To this end, we divided the environment into 216 "boundary" and "interior" regions of equal area by creating an inner rectangle with an identical 217 aspect ratio to the environment itself. 218 We hypothesized that subjects sometimes utilized view-based spatial memory strategies, which 219 rely on facing the same direction during encoding and recall. Such strategies would be most 220 effective where salient visual scenes were most prominent, which occurred when the subject was 221 close to the environment's boundaries. To test whether some subjects might have used such a 222 strategy, we labeled the directions that subjects faced at the end of the learning trials and the test 223 trials as the "headings" for that trial. The circular mean of the two learning headings was then 224 subtracted from the test heading to compute the trial's learning-test heading difference. All heading 225 statistics were calculated with circular statistics (Berens, 2009) . 226 We conducted a simulation to assess the possibility that our task's design led to artificially 227 decreased heading differences between learning and test for certain areas of the environment. In 228 a single iteration of this procedure, we simulated 1,000 learning and test trials, with randomly 229 generated start and end locations. For each simulated test trial, the simulated "subject" drove in a 230 straight line from the start to the end location. Then, across these 1,000 trials, we computed the 231 mean vector length (R) of the trial-wise learning-test heading differences. This entire procedure 232 was then repeated 100 times to establish confidence intervals forR.
233

Results
234
We sought to determine how electrical stimulation of the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex 235 influences the precise temporal and spatial organization of memory. To answer this question, we In the verbal memory task, subjects learned two types of word lists: stimulated lists and control 244 lists. On stimulated lists, electrical stimulation was present for alternating blocks of two items 245 at a time. Therefore, items on stimulated lists consisted of two categories: those delivered with 246 stimulation ("stimulated items") and those delivered without ("non-stimulated items on stimulated 247 lists"). Control lists consisted entirely of items delivered without stimulation. Our data analyses 248 separately examined recall rates across items from different categories. As reported in Jacobs et al.
249
(2016), recall rates were lower for stimulated items relative to non-stimulated items (t 22 = −2.29, 250 p = 0.04, paired t-test), indicating that MTL stimulation impaired memory encoding. Going beyond 251 this earlier work, we examined the time course of the effects of stimulation and whether stimulation 252 affected memory for the order of learned items. 
Effect of Stimulation on Verbal Memory
Encoding. First, we examined whether the memory 254 impairment from stimulation lingered after stimulation ended. To do this, we measured recall 255 performance for non-stimulated items on stimulated lists, as well as for items on control lists 256 ( Fig. 2A ). We found significant differences across all three conditions (one-way ANOVA; F(1, 22) = 257 3.92, p = 0.020). Recall rates were lower for stimulated items compared to non-stimulated items 258 (HSD-corrected post-hoc t 22 = −2.29, p = 0.04, paired t test) and for non-stimulated items on 259 stimulated lists relative to items on control lists (HSD-corrected t 22 = −1.73, p = 0.07, paired t test).
260
These results indicate that the memory impairment from stimulation persists after the stimulation 261 interval, moderately impairing recall rates for items learned right after the stimulator was turned stim. lists, and control lists). We found that MTL stimulation impaired the recall of items more for 273 primacy than non-primacy positions (ANOVA interaction F(1, 44) = 2.78, p = 0.047). We confirmed 274 that stimulation significantly impaired recall of primacy items (HSD-corrected post-hoc t 22 = −1.95, 275 p = 0.04, paired t test) and that this impairment was not present for non-primacy items (p > 0.8, t 276 test).
277
As mentioned above, on stimulated lists the stimulator was enabled in a two-on-two-off cycle 278 across items. To examine how memory performance varied according to the phase of the stimulation 279 cycle, we compared the effect of stimulation on memory performance in these intervals relative to 280 position-matched controls (see Methods). Memory performance was more strongly impaired for the 281 second stimulated item compared to the first such item ( Fig. 2C ; t 22 = −2.10, p = 0.042, paired t 282 test), thus indicating that the impairment of memory from stimulation accumulates gradually or 283 has a delayed onset.
284
In addition to comparing mean accuracy rates, an additional way to assess the effects of 285 stimulation on memory is to investigate the types of errors that are made during recall (Darley 1971) . To test whether stimulation influenced the types of recall errors that subjects 287 made, we examined prior list intrusions (PLIs), defined as recalls of items from the previous list 288 rather than the current one ( Fig. 2D ). We found that stimulated items on a previous list had a 289 lower probability of being the source of a PLI compared to non-stimulated items on a previous list 290 (z = −2.12, p = 0.034, n = 23, Signed Rank Test). This finding suggests that when an item is learned 291 in the presence of MTL stimulation, it is less strongly maintained in memory. MTL stimulation altered the temporal structure of memory. In a standard delayed free recall task 294 without stimulation, subjects tend to recall items in the order that they were encoded (Howard & 295 Kahana, 1999) . We hypothesized that stimulation might disrupt this phenomenon. To examine this 296 issue, we present the results of two separate analyses of the effect of stimulation on the temporal 297 structure of episodic memory recalls. We begin by examining recall order at the beginning of each 
300
To examine the effects of MTL stimulation on recall order, we computed the mean probability 301 of recalling an item from each list position in each of the first four output positions (Fig. 3) . On 302 control lists, as expected, there was a tendency for items to be recalled in the order they were item 2: p = 0.078). Notably, when subjects recalled three or more items on a stimulated list, they 307 most often recalled the third item first. These results indicate that stimulation hindered subjects 308 from encoding temporal structure during learning.
309
In the free recall task, item recalls tend to be temporally clustered, such that items consecutively (Fig. 4A) . TCFs, which measure the correlation between item ordering during encoding and recall, 315 were higher for control lists compared to conditions with stimulation (p s < 0.05, rank-sum tests).
316
Despite the theoretical insensitivity of the TCF to recall counts (Polyn et al., 2009a) , to rule out the 317 possibility that the temporal factor was lowered by the diminished recall rates on stimulated lists, 318 we reperformed this analysis after matching recall counts between control and stimulated lists with 319 random subsampling. However, this analysis replicated the same pattern of results (p's< 0.02), 320 confirming our original interpretation that stimulation specifically impaired temporal clustering in 321 addition to diminishing the mean recall rate.
322
To visualize the effect of MTL stimulation on the dynamics of memory, we computed the lag-CRP 323 for each list condition. Overall, both stimulated and control lists show higher recall probabilities at 324 short lags, as expected (Kahana, 1996) . However, CRPs for stimulated lists were flatter than for 325 control lists ( Figure 4B ). In particular, with stimulation there was a significant decrease in recall 326 probability for item transitions at lag=−1 (p = 0.032, rank-sum test; Fig. 4C ). These results support 327 the notion that MTL stimulation disrupts the temporal organization of memory, by decreasing subjects' tendencies both to recall items in their viewed order and to make temporally contiguous 
330
An unexpected feature of our data was that the CRPs for control lists were rather symmetric, as 331 opposed to showing a moderate asymmetry (Kahana, 1996) . To explain this pattern, we separately 332 examined CRPs for items from different list positions. The CRP for the first half of each list showed 333 a normal forward asymmetry for both control and stimulated lists, and a significantly lowered 334 recall probability at lag=−1 for stimulated compared to control lists (p < 0.05, rank sum test). In 335 contrast, the CRP for the second half of the list was symmetric and showed no significant differences 336 between stimulation and control conditions (p > 0.1). placed in different subregions across subjects (see Methods). However, we did not observe significant 346 differences in the effects of stimulation between these subregions (one-way ANOVA, F(2) = 0.73, p = 0.52). There was also no significant effect of neocortical stimulation on temporal clustering ( Fig. 5B) . Thus, at least with the type of stimulation we used, stimulation's ability to disrupt the 349 temporal organization of memory is specific to MTL sites and is not a brain-wide phenomenon.
350
Finally, we note that these regional differences were not a result of differing sample sizes between 351 MTL and neocortex, because we found the same pattern of results after reperforming this analysis 352 with sample sizes matched using random subsampling (see Methods).
353
Spatial Memory
354
Our spatial memory task tested subjects' ability to remember the locations where items had been 355 observed in a virtual reality environment. We began our analyses by examining overall task 356 performance, as measured by our memory score (MS) measure, for subjects with stimulation 357 electrodes in the MTL. Patients showed a range of mean memory scores, ranging from 0.51 to 358 0.95. Visually, the distribution of memory scores appeared to comprise more than one performance 359 group (Fig. 6A) . We determined quantitatively that splitting our subject population into two 360 groups provided the best fit for this performance distribution using the k-means gap statistic 361 (Tibshirani et al., 2001) . Thus split our subjects into two performance groups-"good-performers" 362 and "bad-performers"-using a threshold of MS=0.75.
363
We were interested in understanding the source of this performance difference. Prior work 364 suggests that boundaries, in particular, are an important influence on spatial navigation and 365 memory (Hartley et al., 2004; S. A. Lee, 2017; Chan et al., 2012) . Furthermore, data from subjects 366 performing this same task without stimulation showed differences in both memory performance 367 and neural signals near boundaries (S. A. Lee et al., 2018) . This body of earlier work motivated us 368 to consider that one way the two performance groups could be distinguished is by their behavior 369 in relation to boundaries. Thus, our subsequent analyses separately considered boundary trials 370 and interior trials for each of the two subject performance groups.
371
Assessing spatial memory strategies. We hypothesized that part of the reason that the good-372 performers in our task show improved performance is because they were more effective at utilizing 373 visual information from nearby boundaries to assist with encoding object locations. We tested this by 374 using an ANOVA to examine the effects of object location (boundary/interior, a repeated measure), subject condition group, and their interaction on memory score for trials without stimulation 376 (Fig. 6B ). Although this analysis showed that MS did not vary significantly with object location as a 377 main factor (F(1, 22) = 2.16, p = 0.15), there was a significant interaction between subject group (i.e., 378 good or bad) and object location (F(1, 22) = 4.21, p = 0.018). This indicated that good-performers 379 showed significantly better memory performance near boundaries compared to bad-performers.
380
Post-hoc tests confirmed that good-but not bad-performing subjects showed significantly greater 381 MS for items located near boundaries (HSD-corrected post-hoc tests: good-performers, p = 0.047; 382 bad-performers, p = 0.93).
383
We confirmed that this pattern was robust by analyzing a separate dataset of 69 subjects who 384 performed the same task without stimulation (S. A. Lee et al., 2018) . Here we again found that 385 good-performers showed a significantly larger improvement in MS near boundaries than bad-386 performers (interaction F(1, 67) = 4.94, p = 0.028, two-way ANOVA), and that only good-performers 387 demonstrated boundary-related performance improvements (post-hoc tests: good-performers 388 p = 0.032; bad-performers p = 0.99). This replication of the findings from our main dataset supports 389 the view that good-performing subjects exhibit improved memory performance when remembering 390 locations near boundaries in this task.
391
The finding that one group of subjects showed increased memory performance for remembering 392 locations near boundaries indicated to us that it was possible that these subjects varied their memory Figure 7 : Analysis of navigational representations used by subjects independent of MTL stimulation A. First-person visualization of a subject utilizing visual boundary-based cuing on a trial where they remembered a location near a boundary. B. Same, but for a trial where the subject does not utilize visual-boundary-based cuing on a trial where they remembered a location near the interior. C. Probability density functions of differences in headings between learning and test trials. Length of resultant vector (R) for the differences between learning and test headings for each category are also indicated. Large values imply significant clustering about 0. Heading differences were averaged across subjects in each category. ***: p < 0.001 strategy for objects in different locations. We hypothesized that the subjects who showed increased 394 memory performance for objects near boundaries employed a strategy in which they attended 395 to visual-boundary cues during encoding and made use of those same environmental features to 396 guide retrieval. Figure 7A Based on our finding that only good-performers showed better memory performance when 403 remembering objects near boundaries (Fig. 6B ), we hypothesized that good spatial encoding of 404 boundary locations is likely to involve, at least in part, the use of visual-boundary-based scene 405 representations. To test this hypothesis, we estimated the spatial representation used on each trial 406 by measuring the difference between each subject's heading at the end of learning and test (see Methods). We computed the distribution of learning-test heading differences separately for the Figure 8B illustrates our pattern of results more fully by plotting the relation between each A. Difference in memory score (× 100) due to MTL stimulation for different object locations and subject types. Negative values indicate impairment from stimulation. Impairments were first averaged across trials and then across subjects. *: p < 0.05, † : p < 0.1 B. Scatter plot for individual subjects of the differences in memory score between stimulated and non-stimulated and between boundary and interior trials. Each point represents by how much stimulation impairs boundary trials more than interior trials. A negative value indicates increased impairment for interior trials. Line represents best-fit trend line from linear regression. subject's mean memory score and the differential effect of stimulation on their mean memory score 436 for boundary versus interior trials. There is a significant negative relation between these two 437 variables (t 24 = −2.21, p = 0.038, one-sample t test), which indicates that, with increasing subject 438 performance, stimulation caused greater memory impairment for items near the interior of the complexity of human memory and cognition, this type of dynamic approach would be useful by 536 allowing stimulation to vary according to instantaneous internal neural states as well as external 537 environmental demands. 538 displays transient theta phase locking with medial temporal cortex prior to activation during autobiographical memory retrieval. The Journal of Neuroscience, 33(25), 10439-10446.
